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APPENDIX 5
passages for translation from English to Russian, taken from Uchebnik
angliskovo yazika dlya sredney shkoly (Textbook of the English language "
for middle schools), Part IV for eighth classes, by E. F. Bushtueva,
Leningrad, 1938.
22. Mister* Buy an Apple
'Buy an apple mister. Only five cents apiece.' Hundreds of
workers, young and old, unemployed for months and even years,
stamping their cold feet against the pavement, coatless and shabby,
shivering in the cold November day, are calling at the top of their
lungs to every passer-by : * Buy an apple, mister. Buy an apple.'
On the hats of the vendors there is a sign * Unemployed '. Sure,
that's it. Bosses, idlers, policemen, all are * helping * the unemployed. "
Starving workers will be well provided for by buying, say, three dollars*
worth of apples and after fourteen or fifteen hours of stamping on
corners they will sell them for, say, four a and half dollars ; they will
thus make a whole dollar and a half profit. Anyhow it will keep the
' deserving ' busy so that the * reds will not get to them \
A lady, an elegantly dressed lady, walks proudly down the street,,
notices a blue-faced vendor, stops and with a pitying smile takes out
of her expensive bag a half bar of chocolate and offers it to the shivering
apple vendor. The lady has done her * good deed ' and walks off,
probably to a meeting of * Be Kind to the Poor Animals '. There,
perhaps, she will propose to organise a campaign for a bar of chocolate
a day to keep the hungry workers from starving, and all her friends,
the fine ladies and gentlemen of her society, will cheer her kindness.
The streets are crowded. Hurrying workers, well-fed business men,
school-children, priests with smiles on their faces, pass these deserving
workers as they shout: ' Buy an apple, only five cents. Mister, buy
23. Awakening in the Cotton Belt
It was July. The cotton plant stood almost a foot high. Half-
naked Negro men and boys were ploughing on the plantations. The
sun was hot.
All is quiet on the domain, one may think. The Negroes are on the
patches, the landowners in their mansions. We come within view of
a three-room cabin. No shingles cover the roof. A sixty-five year
old Negro cropper, his wife, seven children, and three grandchildren
call this home. I have come there with Bill, the unemployed son of
this Negro.
Everyone is astonished to see a white man in their cabin, because
the appearance of a white man arouses suspicion in this country.
Bill introduces me, saying, * He is one of us.'

